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Numerals
1D2C0 KAKTOVIK NUMERAL ZERO
1D2C1 KAKTOVIK NUMERAL ONE
1D2C2 KAKTOVIK NUMERAL TWO
1D2C3 KAKTOVIK NUMERAL THREE
1D2C4 KAKTOVIK NUMERAL FOUR
1D2C5 KAKTOVIK NUMERAL FIVE
1D2C6 KAKTOVIK NUMERAL SIX
1D2C7 KAKTOVIK NUMERAL SEVEN
1D2C8 KAKTOVIK NUMERAL EIGHT
1D2C9 KAKTOVIK NUMERAL NINE
1D2CA KAKTOVIK NUMERAL TEN
1D2CB KAKTOVIK NUMERAL ELEVEN
1D2CC KAKTOVIK NUMERAL TWELVE
1D2CD KAKTOVIK NUMERAL THIRTEEN
1D2CE KAKTOVIK NUMERAL FOURTEEN
1D2CF KAKTOVIK NUMERAL FIFTEEN
1D2D0 KAKTOVIK NUMERAL SIXTEEN
1D2D1 KAKTOVIK NUMERAL SEVENTEEN
1D2D2 KAKTOVIK NUMERAL EIGHTEEN
1D2D3 KAKTOVIK NUMERAL NINETEEN
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